
 

 

 

 

F R E S H L Y  R O A S T E D  C O F F E E  B E A N S  f r o m  a r o u n d  t h e  W O R L D

k a r v a n c o f f e e . c o m . a u

Brewing:
1. Boil a kettle of water. Fill the brewer with boiling water and install the plunger to preheat it all.
2. Grind the coffee.
3. Empty the water from the brewer.
4. Place the brewer on the Acaia scale, tare and then add coffee to the desired weight.
5. Tare the scale again.
6. Pour boiling water to the desired weight. Start a timer for 3 -5 minutes as you begin to pour.
7. Dunk the bloom (the dry crust of coffee grinds that rise to the surface) gently with the back of a spoon, so that all the coffee 

is evenly wet.
8. Install the plunger and it down just enough to submerge the bloom completely in the brewing liquid.
9. When the timer sounds, plunge the coffee (or don’t – you can pour straight through the filter if you want), and serve immedi-

Iced Filter Variation:
Cold brew and cold drip coffee is currently very fashionable. There is a variation on this theme that has a more underground 
popularity, at least in Australia. This style of iced coffee is very popular in Japan. Instead of brewing the coffee with cold water, you 
brew a concentrated batch with hot water then crash chill it to lock in the freshness and vitality of hot coffee, characters so often 
lacking in cold brew. As the ice melts it will bring the coffee back to regular strength.

You can make iced filter with any filter brewing device. It’s quite common to make it with a manual pourover such as the Hario 
V60 or the Kalita Wave. I find it’s easier to use an immersion brewing device, like the CCD or a plunger. 

The method is the same as above to that above, except use only half the brewing water – when the brew is finished, pour it over ice 
that weighs the other half. For example, if you were brewing 600g of coffee, use only 300g of hot water and when it’s brewed pour 
it over 300g of ice. Try mixing with a bit of sparkling water and lemon, particularly with zingy East African coffees.

You will need:
• Acaia scales
• Coffee grinder
• Coffee beans
• Plunger (For this recipe we have used an Espropress)
• Spoon, paddle or other flat stirring tool

Clever Coffee Dripper Brewing Guide

General Information:
• The grind size for french press is usually quite coarse, although exactly how fine or coarse depends on the brewing time and 

coffee. Shorter brewing time and/or lightly roasted coffee means smaller grinds, and vice-versa.
• Use water between 95 – 100 degrees, so just off the boil.
• Remove the brewed coffee from the vessel as soon as the brew is complete. Otherwise, the continued contact with the 

grounds will make the brew stronger as it sits.
• Make sure you keep all the coffee wet throughout the brewing cycle.
• As with all filter brewing, use the filter ratios sheet to determine the coffee:water ratio for your desired batch size. Being 

precise about measurements will lead to consistent results. Unlike many brewing methods, the plunger (particularly tall and 
narrow models like the Espro) can be used to brew different batch sizes quite easily.

The plunger, or french press, and its relatives are all classified as immersion brewers. The coffee and water are mixed together, 
steeped, and then a metal filter is pushed through the brew, dragging the grinds down with it. The coffee is then poured off the 
top.

For this brewing guide we have used the EsproPress, which is an example of French Press or immersion brewer. These brewers 
make coffee that’s very rich, with heavy body. The advantages of a traditional plunger are quite clear : it’s easy and fast to use, easy 
to clean, and depending on the size of the plunger, it can be an excellent way to brew great coffee for a large number of people.


